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Abstract-The cfassicd method of Grijbner bases for multivariate polynomials in computer alge 
bra and the related Buchberger’s algorithm and its modifications for the computation of such bases 
are applied to some elementary problems of kinematics as well as to the classical Kepler-Newton prob- 
lem in celestial mechanics, where, beyond the variables in the polynomials, the differential operator D 
appears se well. The popular computer algebra system Maple V and the related standard package 
were used for this purpose and several possibilities of using Grijbner bases for the proof and/or the 
derivation of formulae in mechanics are illustrated. The present results generalize well-known results 
for the proof/derivation of geometric theorems by using classical Grijbner bases and related tech- 
niques and they illustrate the power of commercial computer algebra systems in the aforementioned 
tasks in kinematics. Modifications and generalizations of the present approach are also possible. 
1. INTRODUCTION-THE APPROACH 
Algorithms for the computation of GrSbner (or standard) bases for polynomials were originally 
proposed by Buchberger in 1965 (see, e.g., [l] and the references therein) and they have been 
widely used together with computer algebra systems. Recently, these algorithms and the related 
theory can be found in several related books (see, e.g., [2]). One of the computer algebra systems 
equipped with a package for Griibner bases and related commands is Maple V. The package is 
called the grobner package and it is described in sufficient detail in the Library Reference Manual 
of Maple V [3, pp. 469-4781. This package is standard in Maple V. Recently, we have been 
interested in Griibner bases from the applications point of view. Such an interesting application 
of a geometric nature concerns packing circles in a square [4]. On the other hand, the same 
approach, Grijbner bases, was also used for the proof of several theorems in geometry by Kutzler 
and Stifter (see, e.g., (5]), by Kapur (see, e.g., [S]) and by few other researchers. 
An alternative somewhat related possibility makes use of the so-called characteristic set method 
due to Rltt and Wu. A related package seems not available in standard versions of computer 
algebra systems such 8s Maple V. In any case, the characteristic set method was also used by 
Wu and other researchers for the proof of theorems in geometry (see, e.g., [7]). The papers by 
Chou [8] and Chou and Gao [9] and the references therein show clearly the present status and 
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the further possibilities of both approaches: the Grijbner bases approach and the characteristic 
set approach. 
In fact, Chou and Gso [9] suggest the use of these approaches not only for the proof of geo- 
metrical theorems (in the applications area), but also for deriving formulae in geometry (e.g. 
the Heron formula for the area of a triangle). Similarly, Chou [8] considers a generalization of 
the characteristic set method on the basis of Ritt’s algebra [lo], where the differential operator 
(mainly for one independent variable) is also included and differential polynomials (instead of 
ordinary polynomials) are considered. As an impressive application, the classical Kepler’s laws 
in celestial mechanics were seen to imply the similarly chtssical Newton’s law of gravitation in a 
special form [8]. The same result will also be proved below by the present simpler approach. 
On the other hand, Takayama [II] used the GrGbner bases approach for the proof of identities in 
mathematics on the basis of the Weyl algebra, where partial differentiations are also permitted. 
However, his approach seems not available to the user of Maple V or of any other popular 
computer algebra system. 
Taking into account the above most interesting and challenging possibilities, that is of proving 
theorems in mechanics, which is the area of our recent research, even when the differential operator 
D appears, as well as the direct availability of the grobner package as a standard package in 
Maple V, we have tried and succeeded in using this package in an application in elementary 
mechanics concerning the movement of a particle along the circumference of a circle with uniform 
speed [12, pp. 14-151 as well as as in the aforementioned Kepler-Newton problem [8; 12, pp. 82-831 
(already solved in [8] by the more complicated Hitt-Wu method). Many more similar problems 
can also be solved, e.g. the problem of motion of a particle on an elliptical contour 112, pp. 16-181 
as well as more complicated problems in the area of celestial mechanics. 
The advantages of the present approach are the following: 
(i) Use is made of only one standard package of Maple V, the grobner package. 
(ii) This package is probably used in a novel area, that is, in the proof of formulae and the 
derivation of formulae in mechanics. 
(iii) The differential operator D is used in this p&age, contrary to geometrical problems [5,6], 
where purely algebraic polynomials were used. 
(iv) The use of the nonstandard algorithms for the Kitt-Wu characteristic set method [lo] is 
avoided, but even if these were available (in our case, they are not), it is at least doubtful 
whether they can be used with differential polynomials (as has been the case in [8]). 
Therefore, the present approach seems to be of some interest to the users of popular computer 
algebra systems (such as Macsyma, Maple V, Mathematics and REDUCE) for the proof and 
the derivation of formulae with polynomials even when the differential operator D is present. 
The present results seem to be completely original (although they refer to classical problems in 
kinematics) and, to the best of our knowledge, they suggest a new approach in using computer 
algebra and GrGbner bases [1,2] in celestial mechanics and in other branches of applied mechanics. 
The main aim of this paper is to show how easily one can use the elementary and today classical 
GrGbner bases method for polynomials even in the case where differentiations (as is the case with 
the velocity and the acceleration of particles) are concerned, avoiding more complicated and 
not standard (in computer algebra systems) techniques, like the Ritt-Wu method for differential 
polynomials [8], and to generalize the related results in geometry (simply for algebraic polynomials 
[5-g]). We also illustrate the practical related use of the moderately efficient Maple V’s grobner 
package in order to prove by the computer the related formulae or to derive these. (The difference 
will be clarified in the next section.) Although the power of Maple V is clearly shown in the results 
below, we did not attempted to reach its maximum, which concerns much more complicated 
results than those to be reported in the next two sections. Similarly, the related updated package, 
groebner, of REDUCE 3.4 seems to be also appropriate and faster than that of Maple V [2, 
pp. 491-4931, but speed is not of particular importance here. 
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The results in the next section begin from elementary ones, where only the velocity of the 
particle is concerned, and reach much more difficult ones, where also the acceleration of the 
particle is of interest. In the subsequent section, we will also consider the aforementioned classical 
Kepler-Newton problem, where the third derivatives of the position of the particle (z(t), y(t)) 
(t denoting time) will also be used. The necessary computational effort in Maple V increases also 
considerably from the first to the last example and has also to do with the number of (differential) 
polynomial equations involved in these examples, but it is still far away the limits of Maple V 
and the microcomputer MS-DOS environment. 
2. AN APPLICATION TO MECHANICS 
We consider the classical elementary problem of a particle moving along the circumference of 
a circle of radius a on the Oz y-plane. This closed contour has the form (with the center of the 
circle at the origin of the Cartesian coordinate system 0 z y) 
hl:=x’+y’-a’=O. (1) 
On the other hand, we assume also that the vector from the center of the circle to the particle 
sweeps over equal areas in equal times (exactly as in Kepler laws [S; 12, p. 821). This second 
assumption has the form 
dx 
h2 := - dty-x$-h=O, 
where h denotes a constant [S]. 
We denote also by f the square of the modulus of the velocity v of the particle, that is, 
f= ($)“+ ($)“. (3) 
In Maple V, we are able to declare the values of the polynomials hl and h2 by 
> hl:=x-2+y-2-a-2: h2:=Dx*y-x*Dy-h: 
It is also convenient (during differentiations with respect to the time t) to declare the con- 
stants a, h and f (the latter will be proved to be a constant with Maple V) as independent 
of t: 
> D(a):=O: D(h) :=0: D(f) :=0: 
Finally, using the differential operator D in Maple V, we can differentiate the polynomials hi 
and h2 with respect to the time t. This can be declared by 
> hla:=D(hl) : hib: =D (hia) : 
and so on (if requested; here it is not). 
h2a:=DD(h2) : 
Finally, we introduce special symbols for the derivatives of z and y with respect to the time t: 
> D(x) :=Dx: D (Dx) : =D2x : D(y):= Dy: D (Dy) : =D2y : 
(Fkther derivatives can also be defined, if requested, in the same way.) 
Now we are able to use the gbasis function of the grobner package of Maple V [3, pp. 472-4731 
(after having loaded this function or the whole package, e.g. with the command with(grobner) ;). 
Two orderings are available for the derivation of a Grobner basis: 
(i) The pure lexicographic ordering (generally slower), denoted by plex, and 
(ii) the total degree ordering (with ties broken by inverse lexicographic order), denoted by 
tdeg, which is the default [3, pp. 470, 4721. 
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F1n.s~ EXAMPLE. As a first example (after having given the above definitions and commands to 
Maple V), we can write 
> gbasis(Chl,hla,h21, [x,y,Dx,Dy,a,hl ,plex); 
Then we get the following Grijbner basis: 
[x2+y2-a2, Dxx+Dyy, -Dxy+xDy+h, Dya2+xh, 
Dy2 y + Ox2 y - Dx h, h y - a2 Dx, - h2 + Dy2 a2 -I- Ox2 a2]. (4) 
The plex command wss necessary in this application, where just the last polynomial of the 
Grijbner basis is of interest. This polynomial reveals that the square of the modulus of the 
velocity f is a constant and equal to 
f=$ (5) 
if the above definition of f, (3), is taken into consideration. 
SECOND EXAMPLE. As a second example, we ask Maple V to provide us the following Grijbner 
basis: 
B gbasis(Chl,hla,h:!,c~,~x,y,Dx,Dy,f,a,h~,p~ex); 
where c was defined (because of (3)) by 
> c:=Dx-2+Dy-2-f 
Then the following Grobner basis is directly obtained with Maple V: 
[x2+y2-a2, Dxx+Dyy, -Dxy+xDy+h, Dyh+xf, 
Dya2+xh, -Dxh+yf, hy-a2Dx, Dx2+Dy2- f, -h2+ fa2]. (6) 
The above Grobner basis reveals directly (through its last term) that (5) holds true for the square 
of the modulus of the velocity f. 
THIRD EXAMPLE. Now we will verify the validity of the already derived formula: 
(7) 
To this end, we define now c to be given by 
> c:= a^2*(Dx^2+Dy^2)-h^2: 
(having taken into account (7) and, following Kapur’s refutational approach [1,6,13], we ask 
Maple V to find the following Griibner basis: 
> gbasis(Chi,hla,h2,z*c-11, Cx,y,Dx,Dy,z,a,hl); 
where e is a new auxiliary variable. (In this case, the command plex is not necessary any more 
and the total degree term ordering can be used.) Then, really, Maple V responds with the 
Grijbner basis 
Cl1 
which proves [1,6,13] the validity of (7). We have also used a wrong formula for c instead of the 
correct aforementioned formula. Then Maple V directly found the error by not including 1 in the 
related Grijbner basis. (We will not give the related details.) 
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FOURTH EXAMPLE. As a fourth example, we will determine the square g of the modulus of the 
acceleration a, defined by 
9= (gq2+ (gf)“, 




To this end, it is sufficient (because of the above definitions in Maple V of hi, hla, hlb, h2 
and h2a) to determine the following Grijbner basis: 
> gbasis(Ehl,hla,hlb,h2,h2al,Cx,y,Dx,Dy,D2x,D2yl); 
Then the following Griibner basis is obtained: 
[a6 D2x2+a6 D2y2-h4, Dyh-a2 D2x, Dxh+a2 D2y, h2 y+a4D2y, a4 D~x+x h2J. (10) 
F’rom the first term of this GrGbner basis we conclude directly the validity of (9). 
FIFTH EXAMPLE. Alternatively, we can follow Kapur’s refutational approach and ‘prove’ the 
validity of (9) (by using Griibner bases) instead of deriving it as in the previous example. To this 
end, we defme d by 
> d:=a-6*(D2x-2+D2y^2)-h-4: 
Then we need to see whether 1 belongs to the following Grijbner basis: 
Then Maple V really found the following result: 
Cl1 
which confirmed our formula (9), or, equivalently, that d=O holds true. Alternatively, a wrong 
formula for d would result a Grobner basis not including 1 (exactly as has been the case with the 
square f of the modulus of the velocity v of the particle above). 
We will not proceed to further examples of the Grijbner bases approach in the present problem 
of kinematics in applied mechanics. We can also mention that the grobner package of Maple V 
for Grobner bases contains, beyond gbaais, several additional powerful functions as well, which 
can also be efficiently used in applications. We will consider now the Kepler-Newton problem. 
3. THE KEPLER-NEWTON PROBLEM 
This is exactly the classical problem reported by Chou (81 by the Ritt-Wu method modified to 
differential polynomials and having also been previously studied by a similar method by Wu (see 
also ]81). 
The particle is assumed to move on an elliptical contour of the form 
hl:=(5+C)2_yZ=o 
a2 b2 ’ (11) 
where 
a2 = 
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and further 
ha:=x’y-xy’-h=O, (14) 
where primes denote differentiations with respect to the time t. 
Finally, as far as the conclusion d (the classical Newtonian law) is concerned, it is given by [8] 
d := [(x2 + y2)2 (x”~ + yN2)]’ = 0. (15) 
We will use just hl in (13) and h2 in (14) together with Kapur’s refutational approach [1,6,13] 
as well ss Maple V’s gbasis command. The complete related session has as follows: 
> hl:=b-2*(x+c)-2+(b-2+c-2)*y-2-b-2*(b-2+c-2): h2:=D(x)*y_x*D(y)-h: 
> d:=D((x-2+y-2)-2*(D2x-2+D2y-2)): 
> D(x) :=Dx: D(Dx) :=D2x: D(D2x) :=D3x: D(y) :=Dy: D(Dy) :=D2y: D(D2y) :=D3y: 
> D(b):=O: D(c):=O: D(h):=O: 
> hla:=D(hl) : hib:=D(hia) : hic:=D(hlb) : h2a:=D(h2) : h2b:=D(h2a) : 
> pol:=[hi,hla,hlb,hlc,h2,h2a,h2b,z*d-11: var:={x,y,Dx,Dy,D2x,D2y,D3x,D3y,z): 
> grobnerfgbasisl (pol,var,tdeg,‘Y’); 
Cl1 
The above result, Cl], in the gbasis command shows clearly that the conclusion d in (15) 
follows from the two hypotheses hl and hz in (13) and (14), respectively, and, therefore, the 
Kepler-Newton problem was solved. We can also observe that we used above, in the Grijbner basis, 
eight polynomials and nine variables (beyond the parameters b and c). This was a sufficiently 
complicated GrGbner basis problem and we found it convenient (from the computational point 
of view) to take appropriate precautions by using the tdeg option and a set var for the variables 
instead of a lit so that reordering be completely possible. Reordered variables, of little interest 
here, are given in the list Y, which appeared as the fourth argument in the gbasis command. 
These permitted much more rapid execution of the necessary computations by Maple V’s internal 
algorithms. Of course, these computational details are of particular practical interest, but our 
aim concerned mainly the illustration of our approach (described in Section 1) with Maple V and 
much less the computational details although they frequently are of great importance. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
The results of the previous two sections show clearly the possibilities of using Griibner bases in 
computer algebra systems such ss Maple V for the derivation and/or the proof of elementary for- 
mulae in mechanics. Moreover, we used here derivatives as if they were new variables. It is hoped 
that it will become possible in future to use derivatives and partial derivatives automatically in 
the Griibner bases package. 
In any csse, what is important is that the results of proving geometrical theorems (and/or 
deriving such theorems) by using Griibner bases (or characteristic sets) can be considered as a very 
special case of a much more general approach with applications to mechanics and other areas even 
if differentiations (and/or partial differentiations) are requested. The authors, interested mainly 
in mechanics, hope that they will have the opportunity to apply this approach to several problems 
(beyond kinematics) including cases with partial differentiations. The results of Takayma [ll] 
(in Weyl algebra with Grijbner bases) and of Chou and his collaborators [8,9] (with FLitt-Wu’s 
characteristic set method) are of fundamental importance and seem to be very useful for the 
proof of algebraic theorems and the derivation of the related formulae. More recent results are 
also expected to become available. 
Finally, it is hoped that the present and additional related results (in future) in mechanics will 
constitute one more area of scientific and engineering applications of computer algebra systems. 
For Maple V these areas were reviewed in some detail in [14]. Very recently, the authors became 
aware of one more specialized book on GrGbner bases [15], which, unfortunately, is not available 
yet (at least in Europe). 
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